
LYRICS 

BLOODY LOVE 
Bloody love 

Bloody Love 

You lose again 

 

Surprised it's day 

I've made it today 

No blood or death 

I'm holding my breath  

In the blink of an eye  

The torture begins 

I relive this ride  

All over again, so ... 

 

I place my throat at the  

End of the your blade 



Place my throat at the  

End of your blade 

 

Reload the flames 

Burning down my world  

To keep yours from shame 

The lies won't fade 

Truth knows no name 

Holding my life next to 

The blade 

 

So I place my throat at the End of your blade  

Place my throat at the End of the blade 

 

 

 

 



THE PROCESS 
Welcoming the whispers 

No motion, blurring sight  

Gathering the knowledge  

To bring our future kind 

Eliminate the opposition  

Invite them to their time 

Believe in the process of fortune  

Leading you to empty signs 

 

Minister of Death, praying for war 

Preparing the armies to decimate the pure  

 

Roaming through torture  

Of our polluted minds 

Acting on the motives  

We leave our truth behind  

 

Ignite the Process  

Slaving 

Purging 

The process of human life  

 



Welcome the whispers of our future kind 

The process of humans have slaved us through time 

Relive the dream a hundred lies 

Breathe out the next life 

HOLLOW 

Hollow desire, meaningless 

Sinking deeper falling beneath the rest 

Follow this madness to the grave 

Sinking deeper falling 

Unleash the rest 

 

Be there when, it means today 

Sinking deeper falling 

Its time to rest 

 

In the ground i alone 

I will bury you deeper now 

In the ground i alone 

I will dig your deepest grave 

 

Sinking, crawling down now 

Sinking, take me away 

 

Dream (take me) 



Being alone 

Feeling, all to waste now 

 

Sinking, let go… 

 

In the ground i alone, inwill bury you deeper now 

In the ground i alone, i will dig your deepest grave 

 

Sinking, falling down now 

Hollow desire, meaningless 

Sinking deeper falling… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



IN THIS DYING SUN 

Save the dying Sun 

Save the dying Sun 

 

When the sun loses light 

Life spills with decay 

The flames have dimmed 

Sun no longer bright 

Our lives will be lost 

No one will be saved 

 

Dying ..I'm dying with Sun 

 

We shall fall 

Our spines won't crawl 

The end of the light 

Has turned to night  

  

Pieces align in the spell 

We all descend in our hell 

Slaves in grave  

Turned to the black 

No future in life 

 



The pieces are black 

No ones the same 

We are violent wave to blame 

You can't escape the  

Hole that implodes 

Into the gate 

 

We collapse in the dying sun 

In the abscence of light 

 

SEEN 

 

Rise in the dark  

And awaken 

 

Winds are growing  

Blowing me through pain 

Afraid are you now? 

See through you I can 

Theres Anger flowing 

Through my blood 

I sense much Fear in you 

From the slightest touch  

 



I can hardly wait for you to feel the darkness  

 

See... through you 

 I can 

 

Fear leads to anger 

Anger leads to hate 

Hate leads to suffering  

 

Fear is the path to the dark side  

Will you turn against me? 

 

Fear is the path  

 

Fear leads to anger  

Anger leads to hate  

Hate leads to suffering  

 

You can't always see the energy that's inside of me  

The Fear of losing sight  

 

Bring on the fire 

Awake in the darkness  

 

We rise and we wake in the dark 



And yet we can't escape  

Finding our way through the dark 

Instead we fade away  

 

Darkened desire  

Your heart is on fire 

 

 


